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RESPONDENT-RESPONDENT'S BRIEF

This is an appeal from a judgment of the Supreme Court (Shainswit, J.), entered in the office

of the New York County Clerk on May 23, 1988, which dismissed petitioner-appellant's Article 78

petition challenging an order issued under the Rent Stabilization Law ("RSL") as barred by the RSL's

statute of limitations, specifically Section 26-516 d. of the Administrative Code of the City of New

York.

COUNTER-STATEMENT OF QUESTION PRESENTED

1) Where the Rent Stabilization Law and the Rent Stabilization Code provide that an

Article 78 proceeding challenging action taken pursuant to the Rent Stabilization Law must be

commenced within sixty days from the issuance of the determination sought to be challenged, is a

party who admitted receiving the determination shortly after it was issued barred from commencing

an Article 78 proceeding on the sixty-third day, though allegedly within 60 days of receipt?

The Court below answered this question in the affirmative.



COUNTER-STATEMENT OF NATURE OF CASE

Pursuant to Section 26-516 d. of the Administrative Code of the City of New York, Article

78 proceedings challenging determinations made pursuant to the Rent Stabilization Law must be

brought within sixty days of the determination.   The record in the case at bar discloses, however,

that the appellant, who admitted receipt of the determination shortly after its issuance did not

commence the underlying Article 78 proceeding until the sixty-third day following the issuance of

the determination.  

The appellants' claim that the limitations period of Section 26-516 d. runs from receipt of the

order rather than from issuance does violence to the statutory language, is not supported by any

controlling authority and lacks any persuasive power.  Accordingly, as petitioners did not commence

the underlying Article 78 proceeding within sixty days after the issuance of the Division's

determination, the Court properly dismissed the proceeding as barred by the statute of limitations.

COUNTER-STATEMENT OF FACTS

In or about September, 1979, petitioner-appellant, a tenant of apartment 9A (a 7-room, three

bathroom, rent-stabilized apartment [Record: 16]) in the building located at 885 West End Avenue1,

New York, New York, filed a Fair Market Rent Adjustment Application ("Fair Market Rent

Appeal") with the former New York City Conciliation and Appeals Board ("CAB").2

     1  Appellant's brief, at page 3, incorrectly sets forth the building's address as 880 West End
Avenue.  The lease establishes beyond doubt that the building is located at 885 West End
Avenue.  Record: 19.  This was also the mailing address set forth by the tenant in her Fair Market
Rent Adjustment Application.

     2. A "Fair Market Rent Appeal" is the procedure specified in the Rent Stabilization Law for
challenging the initial rent of a previously rent-controlled apartment upon coming under the
jurisdiction of the RSL following vacancy decontrol.  Upon a timely challenge, the rent is
generally established based on a combination of a Special Guideline Order promulgated by the
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On August 14, 1985, a District Rent Administrator of the New York State Division of

Housing and Community Renewal, which assumed the functions of the CAB on April 1, 1984,

pursuant to Chapter 403 of the Laws of 1983, issued an order which adjusted the initial legal

regulated rent for the subject apartment from $1,200.00 to $533.28 effective July 1, 1979, and which

found that the tenant was due a refund of $55,768.66 through July 31, 1985.  Record: 24-29.

Thereafter, former and present landlords of the subject apartment filed Petitions for

Administrative Review ("PAR"s) challenging the order of the District Rent Administrator.

On September 28, 1987, the Deputy Commissioner for Rent Administration issued an order

and opinion granting two of the PAR's in part and modifying the District Rent Administrator's order. 

In relevant part, the Commissioner's order held that in adjusting the rent for the subject apartment

the Administrator had improperly failed to consider the rent being charged for apartment 6A as part

of the comparability study.  Accordingly, the Commissioner recomputed the rent for the subject

apartment by including the rent for apartment 6A in the computations.  As a result, the

Commissioner issued an order which adjusted the initial legal regulated rent for the subject

apartment from $1,200.00 to $644.45 (rather than $533.28) effective July 1, 1979, and which found

that the tenant was due a refund of $46,469.70 (rather than $55,768.66) through July 31, 1985. 

Record: 30-37.

Annexed to the Commissioner's order was the Division's standard "Right to Court Appeal"

Notice which advised the tenant of the right to challenge the Commissioner's order in court and of

the strict time limitation for commencing the proceeding.  In relevant part, the Notice warned:

Rent Guidelines Board and rents generally prevailing in the same area for substantially similar
housing accommodations.  §§YY51-6.0.1 and 6.0.2 (now renumbered 26-512 and 26-513) of the
Administrative Code of the City of New York.
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In order to appeal this Order to the New York Supreme Court, within
sixty (60) days of the date this Order is issued, you must serve papers
to commence a proceeding under Article 78 of the Civil Practice Law
and Rules.  No additional time can or will be given.

*  *  *

Court appeals form the Commissioner's orders should be served at
Counsel's Office, 4th Floor, One Fordham Plaza, Bronx, New York
10458.  In addition, the Attorney General must be served at 120
Broadway, 24th Floor, New York, New York 10271.

(emphasis added)

Record: 37.

Petitioner then sought to commence an Article 78 proceeding challenging the order of the

Deputy Commissioner on the ground that apartment 6A was not comparable to her apartment. 

Record: 13-40).  However, while the Notice of Petition and the Petition were respectively dated and

verified on Tuesday, November 24, 1987 (Record: 12, 18), they were not served upon the Division

until Monday, November 30, 1987 (Record: 42)--63 days after the issuance of the Commissioner's

order.

The Division then interposed a cross-motion to dismiss the petition on the ground that the

proceeding was not timely commenced within the sixty-day statute of limitation contained in the

Rent Stabilization Law.  In opposition to the cross-motion, petitioner asserted that the statute of

limitations commences to run from receipt of the order rather than from issuance, that assuming the

order had been received the day following its issuance the proceeding had been commenced in a

timely manner thereafter, that in fact, while she did not remember the exact date on which she

received the Order, she had received it ten to twelve days after the order had been issued (Record:

77), and that accordingly the proceeding had been brought in a timely manner.  Petitioner also
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asserted that even if the statute of limitation runs from the mailing of the order, dismissal was not

warranted because the Division had failed to show when the Commissioner's order was mailed

(Record 56-62).

In reply, the Division asserted that the RSL's 60 day statute of limitations commences to run

upon the issuance rather than the receipt of the order, and that as petitioner did not deny receipt of

the order a few days after its issuance it was clear that the proceeding had not been commenced in

a timely manner. Record: 79-82.

The Court below denied the cross-motion in a decision and judgment which stated in relevant

part:

...Both respondent and petitioner agree that the applicable statute of
limitations is 60 days [Administrative Code §26-516(d); 9 NYCRR
§2530.1] and that the petition was served on November 30, 1987, 63
days after the determination was issued.  However the parties differ
on the date the statue began to run.  Respondent, citing the language
of the Administrative Code, contends that the 60 day period began to
run on the date of issuance, September 28, 1987.  Petitioner, citing
CPLR §217 and caselaw construing that section contends that the
period began to run on the date it was received, which he claims was
10 to 12 days after the date of issuance.

   CPLR §217 provides for a four month statute of limitations from
the date "the determination becomes final and binding upon the
petitioner," but defers to shorter time periods in laws authorizing
specific proceedings.  In this case, the relevant statutes provide for a
60 day period after the issuance of the order to commence an Article
78 proceeding.

   The provisions of the Administrative Code section are clear. 
Furthermore, the order itself contained a notice that petitioner had 60
days from the date of issuance in which to seek judicial review. 
Under these circumstances, the petition, served on November 30,
1987, 63 days after the issuance of the order, is untimely.

Record: 5-6.
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ARGUMENT

THE COURT BELOW PROPERLY DISMISSED THE PETITION
AS THE PROCEEDING IS BARRED BY THE STATUTE OF
LIMITATIONS

The statute of limitation for challenging any action taken pursuant to the Rent Stabilization

Law is contained in Section 26-516 d. of the Administrative Code of the City of New York.  As

amended by Chapter 600 of the Laws of 1987, effective August 3, 1987, Section 26-516 d. provides

in relevant part as follows:

Any proceeding pursuant to article seventy-eight of the civil practice
law and rules seeking review of any action pursuant to this chapter
shall be brought within sixty days of the expiration of the ninety day
period and any extension thereof provided in subdivision h of this
section or the rendering of a determination, whichever is later.

                                  (emphasis added)

McKinney Unconsol. Laws Supp. 1989.3

Similarly, the amended Rent Stabilization Code, effective May 1, 1987, at 9 NYCRR 2530.1,

provides in relevant part that:

A proceeding for judicial review of an order issued pursuant to
Section 2526.2(c)(2), or Section 2529.8 of this Title shall be brought
within 60 days after the issuance of such order.

Thus, as the Court below held, it is clear that pursuant to the Rent Stabilization Law and the

Rent Stabilization Code the petitioner-appellant was required to commence the underlying Article

     3 Prior to being amended, Section 26-516 d. provided in pertinent part as follows:

Any proceeding pursuant to article seventy-eight of the civil
practice law and rules seeking review of any action pursuant to this
chapter shall be brought within 60 days.

McKinney Unconsol. Laws 1987.
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78 proceeding challenging a determination made pursuant to the Rent Stabilization Law within 60

days of the determination.  The Division's standard "Right to Court Appeal" Notice, annexed to the

Commissioner's order (Record: 37), clearly advised the tenant that she was required to commence

an Article 78 proceeding within 60 days of the issuance date of the order and warned that no

additional time could be given.  (See CPLR §201 providing in pertinent part that "[n]o court shall

extend the time limited by law for the commencement of an action.")

The Deputy Commissioner for Rent Administration issued the order petitioner sought to

challenge on September 28, 1987.  The sixtieth day thereafter was Friday, November 27, 1987. 

Petitioner, however, did not serve the Notice of Petition and Petition upon the Division until

Monday, November 30, 1987--63 days after the issuance of the Commissioner's order.  Accordingly,

the proceeding was not timely commenced and the Court below properly dismissed the petition as

barred by Section 26-516 d. of the Administrative Code.

The courts have generally recognized that Section 26-516 d. of the Administrative Code

requires parties to commence proceedings challenging determinations rendered pursuant to the Rent

Stabilization Law within 60 days of the determination.  In Somlo v. State Division of Housing and

Community Renewal, 142 A.D.2d 535, 531 N.Y.S.2d 3 (1st Dept. 1988), in holding that an Article

78 proceeding commenced by service upon the Office of the Attorney General in a timely manner

but upon the Division a day later was not timely brought, this Court noted that:

   Petitioners had sixty days from the date of the November 25, 1986
determination in which to commence this Article 78 proceeding
(Section 26-516 d, Administrative Code of the City of New York).

Similarly in Mott v. Division of Housing and Community Renewal,   A.D.2d   , 537 N.Y.S.2d

864 (2nd Dept. 1989), in the course of holding that a party could serve by mail a motion to amend
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a petition (which had originally sought judicial review of the matter on the ground that the

petitioner's administrative appeal had been "deemed denied") in order to challenge an administrative

determination issued on July 31, 1987 subsequent to a Court order which had remitted the matter to

the agency, the Court expressly noted that the last date upon which petitioner could have sought such

leave was September 29, 1987, which was sixty days from the issuance of the order at issue, in

accordance with the similar statute of limitations contained in Section 8632 a(4) of the Emergency

Tenant Protection Act.

And in Vivie von Walstrom v. State of New York Division of Housing and Community

Renewal, Sup. Ct., N.Y. Co. Clerk's Index No. 14157/86, Sherman, J., in a memorandum decision

dated September 22, 1986, the Court dismissed as time barred a proceeding commenced by service

sixty-two days after the issuance of the Division's final order stating in relevant part:

...The petition [for administrative review] was rejected on April 22,
1986.
...this proceeding is time barred.  The Rent Stabilization Law section
26-516 (d) provides that any Article 78 proceeding seeking review of
any action pursuant to this title shall be brought within 60 days.  The
order to show cause and the petition were allegedly served upon
respondent by hand on June 23, 1986.  The 60 day limitation expired
on June 21, 1986.

The appellant's argument that the statute of limitation begins to run upon receipt of the

Division's order rather than upon its issuance clearly does violence to the language of Section 26-516

d. of the Rent Stabilization Law and to 9 NYCRR 2530.1.  The plain language of the statute imports

that the limitations period begins to run upon the issuance of the Division's final order and there is

no reason to believe that the Legislature did not mean what it said.

Where legislatures have clearly provided that limitations periods commence to run upon the
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entry, issuance, or mailing of determinations, the courts have not hesitated to strictly apply such

provisions.  Thus in Modell v. Minister, Elders and Deacons of the Reformed Protestant  Dutch

Church of the City of New York, 68 N.Y.2d 456, 510 N.Y.S.2d 63 (1986), the Court of Appeals

applying the plain language of RPAPL 747(2), which provides that a party may assert equitable

claims affecting the right to possess real property by way of a Supreme Court proceeding even after

the parties' possessory rights have been embodied in a final judgment of the Civil Court "within sixty

days of entry of the judgment", rejected the claim that the 60 day period should be measured from

service of the judgment with notice of entry. The Court expressly rejected the plaintiff's argument

that use of the latter date would be fairer stating that "we decline to rewrite the statute to add

language that the Legislature did not see fit to include", noted that the legislature's failure to include

such language could not be said to be an oversight in light of the provision's legislative history and

the inclusion of such terminology in connection with other limitations periods, and further noted that,

in light of the possessory interests at stake therein, there was a sound basis in policy for choosing to

establish a limitations provision that is both short and precisely bounded.

Similarly in Cox v. Board of Fire and Police Commissioners of Danville, 96 Ill.2d 399, 451

N.E.2d 842 (1983), Chin v. Illinois Department of Public Aid, 78 Ill. App.3d 1137, 398 N.E.2d 135

(Ill. App. 1979), and Thompson v. Civil Service Commission, 63 Ill. App.3d 153, 379 N.E.2d 655

(Ill. App. 1979), in interpreting section 4 of the Illinois Administrative Review Act which requires

that actions to review a final administrative decision be commenced "within 35 days from the date

that a copy of the decision sought to be reviewed was served upon the party affected thereby", the

Illinois courts concluded that the 35-day period began on the date the decision was mailed rather than

on the date of receipt.  In Chin, the Court specifically rejected the argument that such an
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interpretation deprived the plaintiff of due process noting persuasively:

...This court cannot encroach upon the province of the legislature and
supplant the plain words of the statute...Thus we conclude that the
trial court did not err in dismissing plaintiff's complaint which was
filed 42 days after the decision was deposited in the mail.  Since
plaintiff did not comply with the jurisdictional requirement of section
4, judicial review was barred.

   Plaintiff further contends that interpreting the 35-day period as
commencing with mailing rather than receipt deprives plaintiff of his
due process right of an opportunity to be heard.  Plaintiff did not raise
this issue in the trail court and thus waives the issue for purposes of
appeal...Even if waiver was not imposed, enforcement of the 35-day
limitation would not violate plaintiff's right to due process because
plaintiff had at least 26 days in which to file a complaint for
administrative review.  Courts have held that shorter periods of time
for filing are reasonable and not violative of due process...

Triggering the running of the limitations period upon the issuance of the order under review,

rather than upon its receipt, has the salutary effect of greatly diminishing, if not totally removing,

uncertainty as to when an order issued by the Division is no longer subject to challenge.  Orders

issued by the Division under the Rent Stabilization Law can (and often do) affect many  parties--

landlords and tenants--and the certainty that the time to challenge a Division order has expired has

the beneficial effect of knowing that they can reasonably adapt their conduct in reliance upon the

Division's order without fear of a later challenge to the Division's order.  Furthermore, the certainty

that the statute of limitations has run allows the County Clerk to docket orders of the Division as

judgments and which may subsequently be enforced without fear of later challenges.  See §26-516

a. (5) of the Administrative Code providing that orders of the Division awarding penalties for

overcharges may "upon the expiration of the period in which the owner may institute a proceeding

pursuant to article seventy-eight...be filed and enforce by the tenant in the same manner as a
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judgment or not in excess of twenty percent thereof per month may be offset against any rent

thereafter due the owner; see also §26-516 c (2) of the Administrative Code authorizing the Division

to impose penalties for harassment and providing that "[s]uch penalty may, upon the expiration of

the period for seeking review pursuant to article seventy-eight...be docketed and enforce in the

manner of a judgment of the supreme court." 

In James v. New Mexico Human Services Department, 106 N.M. 318, 742 P.2d 530 (Ct.

App. 1987), cert. quashed, 742 P.2d 1058 (1987), the Court persuasively noted the advantages of

using the date of issuance of administrative determinations as the triggering point for the running of

the statute of limitations noting:

The requirement that the time for appeal runs from the date of
decision is eminently reasonable.  For example, it is virtually
impossible to calculate appeal time when it runs from receipt of the
decision rather than the date of the decision itself.  Also, it is
beneficial in the management of its caseload for the appellate court
to know when the time for appeal commences to run, without
litigation over when an applicant for public assistance received notice
of the fair hearing decision.

Clearly, the Legislature's use of a fixed triggering point in Section 26-516 d. of the Administrative

Code to mark the beginning of the statute's limitations period is a rational one which may not be

judicially disturbed.  See Modell, supra.

None of the cases cited in the appellant's brief present any controlling authority or persuasive

reasoning which warrant a holding that the limitations period of Section 26-561 d.  begins to run

upon receipt of the Division's order rather than upon its issuance. While some cases interpreting

other statutes of limitations, such as CPLR §217, suggest that the time for challenging administrative

determinations begins to run upon receipt of the determination rather than from the date of the
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determination itself, an analysis of the language of the applicable statutes and of the factual elements

in the cases cited by appellant establishes that such cases are inapposite.

For example, it must be noted that reliance on cases interpreting the limitations period

contained in §217 of the CPLR, which contains language  would be misplaced as CPLR §101

provides that "[t]he civil practice law and rules shall govern the procedure in civil judicial

proceedings..., except where the procedure is regulated by inconsistent statute" (emphasis added),

as in the case of Section 26-516 d. of the Administrative Code, and as CPLR §217 itself yield to

shorter limitations periods where provided by the governing substantive statute such as in the case

of Section 26-516 d.  In relevant part, CPLR §217 provides that:

Unless a shorter time is provided in the law authorizing the
proceeding, a proceeding commenced against a body or officer must
be commenced within four months after the determination to be
reviewed becomes final and binding upon the petitioner...

Thus in Thomas & Betts Corp. v. State Tax Commission, 124 A.D.2d 334, 508 N.Y.S.2d 111

(3rd Dept. 1986), the Court held that §1090 of the Tax Law, specifically providing that an

application for judicial review of the Tax Commission's determinations must be made within four

months after notice of the determination is sent, was controlling and rendered inapposite judicial

interpretations of Section 217 of the CPLR to the effect that the statute of limitations for challenging

administrative determinations does not begin to run until the aggrieved party receives notice of the

determination. 

Biondo v. New York State Parole Board, 60 N.Y.2d 832, 470 N.Y.S.2d 130 (1983), cited by

appellant, was a case interpreting CPLR §217 in which a prison inmate had commenced an Article

78 proceeding against the Parole Board more than four months after the Board's determination.  The
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Court there reversed the dismissal of the petition and remanded the matter for a hearing to determine

when the petitioner was informed of the determination.  In so doing, the Court stated that the four

month statute of limitations did not begin to run until the petitioner received notice of the

determination and rejected the view that the time ran immediately from the issuance of the

determination, noting that a party who had received no notice of a determination could not be said

to be aggrieved and should not be held to be dilatory in challenging a determination of which he was

not aware.  However, Section 217 of the CPLR, unlike Section 26-516 d. of the Administrative

Code, does not specify that a proceeding must be commenced within a fixed number of days from

the determination but rather provides for its commencement within four months after the

determination becomes final and binding.  Thus, assuming arguendo that Biondo constitutes a proper

interpretation of CPLR §217, given the different statutory language, Biondo is clearly not applicable

to the case at bar.4

Edmead v. McGuire, 67 N.Y.2d 714, 499 N.Y.S.2d 934 (1986), is similarly without

relevance to the case at bar.  The issue in Edmead was whether the determination at issue was

ambiguous or whether it was final and binding within the meaning of CPLR §217 such as to

commence running the limitations period.  The Court found that the determination therein was not

ambiguous and accordingly dismissed the proceeding as time-barred.

     4  It must be noted that even if Biondo were applicable, its holding is less than clear.  The
decision suggests that the record in that case was devoid of any evidence that the determination
had been received by the petitioner or that the determination had indeed been served.  Thus
Biondo apparently did not consider cases such as where receipt of the order shortly after its
issuance is established (as in the case at bar) or where it is established that the order was properly
mailed but the petitioner denies receipt of the order.  It is respectfully submitted therefore, that
even in cases where CPLR §217 governs, the issue of when the limitations period begins to run
under such circumstances was not determined by Biondo. 
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Similarly in Rudey v. Landmarks Preservation Commission of the City of New York, 137

A.D.2d 238, 529 N.Y.S.2d 744 (1st Dept. 1988), the issue was whether petitioners had been

aggrieved by a determination rendered in 1982 or by a subsequent 1986 ruling.  The Court found that

the 1986 ruling was the relevant one and that a proceeding commenced within four months thereafter

was proper.  Thus Rudey is not relevant to the case at bar.

Property Clerk v. Seroda, 131 A.D.2d 289, 521 N.Y.S.2d 233 (1st Dept. 1987) concerned the

proper interpretation of a United States District Court order which required the Property Clerk of the

Police Department seeking forfeiture of property pursuant to section 14-140 of the Administrative

Code to institute a forfeiture proceeding within ten working days after a demand for the return of the

property.  This Court ruled that the ten day period began to run upon the Property Clerk's receipt of

the demand rather that the mailing of the demand noting that such a construction was consistent with

the intent of the District Court's order as evidenced by a clarification letter from that Court to accord

the broadest ten day period possible, that a contrary ruling would drastically curtail the time available

to determine whether to institute forfeiture proceedings and to prepare and serve the requisite

pleadings and supporting papers, and that the date of receipt standard was consistent the rule

generally employed for calculating the limitations period under CPLR 217 and statutes such as the

Freedom of Information Law and §50-e[3](c) of the General Municipal Law.  None of these

considerations are relevant to the case at bar.  To the contrary, the language of Section 26-516 d. of

the Administrative Code and its nature as an exception to CPLR §217 strongly suggest, if not

require, that the limitations period of Section 26-516 d. runs from the issuance of the determination.

In People v. Rodriguez, 123 A.D.2d 338, 506 N.Y.S.2d 350 (2nd Dept. 1986) the Court held

that a party who had received a determination in 1981 was barred by the four month limitation period
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of CPLR §217 from challenging such determination in 1984.  This case clearly is without relevance

herein.  Edelman v. Axelrod, 111 A.D.2d 468, 488 N.Y.S.2d 521 (3rd Dept. 1985), and Palmer v.

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, 132 A.D.2d 996, 518 N.Y.S.2d 523

(4th Dept. 1987) are distinguishable on similar grounds.

The appellant's reliance on Oxford East Associates v. State of New York Division of Housing

and Community Renewal, N.Y.L.J., Sept. 16, 1988, p. 18, col. 6 (Sup. Ct., N.Y. Co., Rubin, J.) and

Guirdanella v. New York State Division of Housing and Community Renewal,   Misc.2d  , 534

N.Y.S.2d 329 (Sup. Ct., N.Y. Co., 1988, Rubin, J.) for the proposition that the limitations period of

Section 26-516 d.  begins to run upon receipt of the Division's order rather than upon its issuance,

is also misplaced.  Initially, it must be noted that such decisions are not controlling on this Court,

that Oxford is factually inapposite5, and that the Division has filed a notice of appeal and intends to

perfect an appeal from the Guirdanella ruling.6  Furthermore, the decisions are not persuasive.

Firstly, the Court in Oxford and Guirdanella erroneously determined that 9 NYCRR 2530.1

with its date of issuance standard was invalid because it apparently conflicted with the receipt

standard applied by the courts in interpreting CPLR §217.  This plainly overlooks the fact that

Section 26-516 d. of the Rent Stabilization Law constitutes a Legislative exception to the provisions

     5 In Oxford, a case in which a party denied receipt of the Division's order, the Court found that
the agency had not established that it had notified a party of the commencement of the
proceeding against it, and then proceeded to reject the Division's claim that the party was barred
from seeking judicial review  for failure to exhaust administrative remedies and to comply with
the statute of limitations.  Accordingly, to the extent that Oxford is based on the lack of notice of
the commencement of the proceeding and the party's denial of receipt, it is clearly inapplicable to
the case at bar as petitioner had commenced the underlying administrative proceeding herself and
admitted receipt of the Division's order shortly after its issuance.

     6 Oxford has been settled among the parties and, accordingly, the determination therein will
not be appealed. 
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of CPLR §217 and that 9NYCRR 2530.1 therefore is a regulation which properly tracks the statute. 

Furthermore, the Court erroneously relied on cases interpreting §217 of the CPLR, such as Biondo,

supra, and Edmead, supra, which as already shown are not relevant to the case at bar.  Finally, the

Court's suggestion that the date of issuance standard violates due process is clearly erroneous as the

standard does not deprive parties of a reasonable opportunity to challenge the Division's

determinations.

Lastly, petitioner meritlessly argues that the ruling of the Court below dismissing the

proceeding as time barred was erroneous because the Division did not establish when or how it had

served its determination upon the petitioner.  However, given that the petitioner admitted receipt of

the order, it was not necessary for the Division to make such a showing.  As the Court stated in

Chapman v. Roberts, 138 A.D.2d 866, 525 N.Y.S.2d 971 (3rd Dept. 1988), in rejecting a similar

claim:

...Claimant admitted receiving the decision on august 22, 1986 at her
parents' home...Her notice of appeals was dated September 9, 1986
and received by the Department of Labor on September 11, 1986. 
Labor Law §621(1) requires an appeal within 20 days of mailing. 
The only proof in the record concerning the date of mailing is the
stamp on the face of the ALJ's decision, which states:  "Decision
Mailed and Duly Filed in the Department of Labor on August 14,
1986".

   In our view, this evidence supplied a rational basis for the Board's
finding of untimeliness.  Claimant's concession that she received the
decision on or about August 22, 1986 relieved the Department from
the obligation of offering proof regarding the practices and
procedures involved in mailing ALJ decisions, since such proof is
necessary only to establish the presumption of receipt...an issue
rendered academic here by claimant's concession...

The statute in the case at bar provides that the statute of limitations commences to run upon
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the issuance of the agency's determination.  The petitioner's admission that she received such

determination shortly after its issuance clearly shows that the determination had been promptly

mailed bringing the statute of limitations into operation.  Thus the Division was not required to

provide proof of mailing.7  Moreover, the record is clear that petitioner had ample opportunity in

which to commence the Article 78 proceeding as evidenced by the fact that the Notice of Petition

was dated and the Petition was verified several days prior to the sixtieth date from issuance of the

Commissioner's order.  Thus, petitioner cannot reasonably claim that she was prejudiced by any

delay in receiving the determination.  That parties may receive the order a few days after its issuance

is simply part and parcel of the statute of limitations established by the Legislature.

Again, the cases cited by the appellant on this point are clearly inapposite.  Hutchins v.

McGoldrick, 307 N.Y. 78 (1954), which rejected a statute of limitations defense, involved a situation

in which receipt of a determination was denied and where the courts found that the proof of service

was inadequate.  The Court therein simply held that under those circumstances it could not be said

that the limitations period had run.  Bernstein v. Popolizio, 97 A.D.2d 735, 468 N.Y.S.2d 888 (1st

Dept. 1983)  was a case involving CPLR §217 in which both the landlord and the tenant denied

receipt of the Board's order.  Given such circumstances and specifically leaving open the issue of

whether the limitations period ran from mailing or receipt, this Court ordered a hearing to determine

whether notice of the order was in fact given.  As these cases did not deal with the situation where

receipt of the order was admitted by the petitioner, they are clearly irrelevant to the case at bar.

     7  It is noted that should the Court determine that the Division was required to establish proof
of mailing under the circumstances in the case at bar, such a ruling would not justify the outright
denial of the Division's cross-motion but rather would necessitate further proceedings to allow
the record to be developed on this point.
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Clearly then, as petitioner did not serve the notice of petition and petition upon the Division

within sixty days of the issuance of the order sought to be challenged, the Court below properly

dismissed the proceeding as barred by the statute of limitation.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the order of the Court below which dismissed the

underlying Article 78 proceeding as  barred by the statute of limitations should be affirmed with

costs.

Respectfully submitted,

DENNIS B. HASHER
Attorney for Respondent-Respondent
New York State Division of
Housing and Community Renewal 
One Fordham Plaza - Fourth Floor
Bronx, New York 10458
Tel. No. (212) 519-5744

Dated:  Bronx, New York
   April 26, 1989

DANIEL E. KONIG
  of Counsel
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